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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

A customer needs to support resilient wireless services 

What is one way that this design helps to minimize me impact of a railed access layer switch on these services? 

A. The switches support Smart Rate and dual home AP connections. 

B. The 8400s and G405s use Virtual Switching Extension (VSX) in cone and access. 

C. Each access layer switch has two redundant links to the core. 

D. APS in the same area connect to different switches. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

Match each hospital room with a potential issue for the AP design (Each match will be used once.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has critical wired endpoints. However, each endpointhas a single Ethernet connection to the network.
Thecustomer wants redundancy in the switch access layer to minimize the chances that an endpoint will lose this
connection. 

The architect plans to deploy two Aruba CX 6405 switches in the closet. 

Which plan provides the greatest redundancy for this scenario? 

A. The 6405 Switches are in a VSF fabric, so the individual switches do not need redundant components. 

B. The 6405 switches are in a VSX fabric, and each has a redundant management module but not a redundant power
supply. 
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C. The 6405 switches are not in a vsF fabric, and have redundant power supplies but not redundant management
modules. 

D. The 6405 switches are not in a VSX fabric, and have redundant power supplies and redundant management
modules. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

A hotel needs a wireless solution, i he hotel has 802.3af switches. 

The architect has selected the 505H Series, controlled by a local MC as the best choice The 5QoH series will need to
power a connected phor which have only a single Ethernet port. The architect has created the BOM shown in the
exhibit. 

(Note that this portion of the BOM does not inc. 

Which correction should the architect make? 

A. Change the 5Q5H to the 3Q3HR model. 

B. Remove the mounting adapters. 

C. Propose new direct power source for phone. 

D. Upgrade to PoE+ switches. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has several remote sues that operate more or less autonomously. Each site has ns own local services
andInternet connection However the company does have a main office with a few centralized resources that the
company would like to make available to remote office employees over the Internet connection. Sites range in size and
require between 10 and 20 APs. 
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The customer requires the most cost-effective solution that meets the requirements. 

Which solution should the architect recommend for each remote site? 

A. Campus APs (CAPs) with a local MC that has an SD-WAN license 

B. Remote APs (RAPs) with IPsec tunnels to a main office MC 

C. an IAP cluster with an IPsec tunnel to a main office MC 

D. Campus APs (CAPS) with CPSec control channels to a main office MC 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 

The exhibit shows the current AP deployment In a warehouse that stores frozen food goods: 

*

 APs are mounted on the ceiling, which is 15 feet (4.6 m) high. 

*

 Shelves are 12 feet (3.7 m) high and are typically fully stocked. 

This customer indicates that their current wireless performance is inadequate. 

What should the network architect include in the new solution to resolve this issue? 

A. 

APS deployed on the ceiling in the same current locations, out with dual 5GHz radios 
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B. 

APs deployed on the ceiling in each aisle, due to the high absorption between aisles 

C. 

APs deployed with directional antennas on the ceiling, due to the high 15-foot callings 

D. 

APs deployed with directional antennas and a hybrid wall-mount, ceiling-mount design 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A mall requires a wireless network upgrade to 802 -Max The company that owns the mall wants to provide the APs for
the entire mall. However, several of the larger national chain retailers with spaces in the mall want to offer wireless
services with their own SSIDs. These individual retailers also have their own wireless guest services and wireless client
devices They have their own corporate infrastructure and want to handle all of this wireless traffic on their own, including
terminating the traffic on their own controllers. The mall requires redundancy for its services, out the retailers do not. 

Which plan for mobility controllers (MCs) and mobility master (MW) meets the needs of this scenario? 

A. a pair of MMs for the mall company, but not MCs: MMs control one MC for each retailer with its own SSIDs 

B. two MCs for the mall company and for all of the retailers, both controlled by the same pair of MMs 

C. two MCs for the mail company controlled by a pair of MMS; one standalone MC for each retailer with its own SSIDS 

D. two MCs for the mall company and one MC for each retailer with its own SSIDs, all controlled by the same pair of
MMs 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

What is one benefit that Airwave provides to customers in the 8.x OS network? 

A. profiling of wired and wireless client behavior and detection when the behavior varies from the baseline 

B. in-depth analytics oT mobile device presence and APIs to make this data available to other applications 

C. a central UI from which to manage all of the Mobility Controllers (MCs) 

D. ability to monitor the status and operation of the complete network over time 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9
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In which scenario do Aruba CX 6400 Series switches, but not Aruba 6300M Series switches, meet the needs Tor a
wired upgrade? 

A. The customer requires switches in the same closet to operate together as a single switch for Link Aggregation but to
be managed as separate devices. 

B. The customer requires enhanced redundancy at the access layer and wants to ensure that each switch can continue
to operate even if a power supply fails 

C. The customer requires each access layer switch to support at least 25Gbps on its fiber uplinks at all times; including
if up to one uplink tails. 

D. The customer has recently deployed Aruba AP-535 APs and is concerned about a future-proof wired edge that will
continue to support expanding bandwidth requirements. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer has a large network, which includes a main site and many branch sites. The network has a total of about
10.000 wireless devices at the main site and 15,000 wireless devices total at branches. To fulfill the requirements for a
wireless network upgrade, the architect plans to propose; 

*

 2 7205 MCs at the main site 

*

 2 7210 MCs at the main site 

*

 10 7030 MCs at branch sites 

*

 200 RAPs at branch sites 

*

 500 CAPS at the main site 

*

 300 CAPS at branch sites 

What is the most cost-effective Mobility Master solution that meets the requirements\\'? 

A. 

MM-HW-5K appliance 
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B. 

MM-HW-5K appliance + MM-HW-5k appliance 

C. 

MM-HW-1K appliance 

D. 

MM-HW-1OK appliance 

Correct Answer: B 
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